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Abstract. In this paper, we establish some sharp estimates for certain vector-valued multilinear
integral operators. The operators include Littlewood-Paley operators, Marcinkiewicz operators
and the Bochner-Riesz operator. As an application, we obtain the .Lp ;Lq/-norm inequality for
the vector-valued multilinear operators.
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1. INTRODUCTION
As a part of the development of singular integral operators, their commutators and
multilinear operators have been well studied in [2–5, 14–18]. In [8], Hu and Yang
obtained a variant sharp estimate for the multilinear singular integral operators. In
[18], C. Pe´rez and R. Trujillo-Gonzalez obtained a sharp weighted estimate for the
vector-valued singular integral operators and their commutators. The main purpose
of this paper is to prove the sharp estimates for some multilinear operators related
to certain integral operators. The integral operators include Littlewood-Paley opera-
tor, Marcinkiewicz operator and the Bochner-Riesz operator. As an applications, we
obtain the .Lp;Lq/-norm inequalities for the multilinear operators.
2. NOTATIONS AND THEOREMS
Let mj (j D 1;   ; l) be positive integers with m1C    Cml D m, Aj W Rn !
C (j D 1;   ; l), Ft WRnRnŒ0;C1/!C and .x;y; t/ 7!Ft .x;y/ be some locally
integrable functions. Set










jx yjm Ft .x;y/f .y/dy
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for every bounded and compactly supported function f , where






In addition Ft satisfies the following condition: for fixed " > 0 and 0 ı < n,
jjFt .x;y/jj  C jx yj nCı
and
jjFt .y;x/ Ft .´;x/jj  C jy ´j"jx ´j n "Cı
if 2jy ´j  jx ´j. For 1 < r <1 and for the vector-valued multilinear operators
jT A.f /jr and jT .f /jr the bounded and compactly supported functions on Rn !
H related to FAt are defined by













T A.fi /.x/ WD jjFAt .fi /.x/jj; T .fi /.x/ WD jjFt .fi /.x/jj:
Here jj  jj is the norm of the Banach spaceH WD fcontinous and bounded h WRn!Cg
with norm jjhjj such that, for each fixed x 2 Rn, Ft .f /.x/ and FAt .f /.x/ may be







Suppose that jT jr is bounded from Lp.Rn/ to Lq.Rn/ for any 1 < p < n=ı and
1=q D 1=p  ı=n.
If m D 0, T A is just the vector-valued multilinear commutator of T and A (see
[15]). Ifm> 0, T A is non-trivial generalizations of the commutator. It is well known
that multilinear operators are of great interest in harmonic analysis and have been
widely studied by many authors (see [2–5, 14]). The main purpose of this paper is to
prove a sharp inequality for the vector-valued multilinear integral operators T A. As
an application, we obtain a .Lp;Lq/ -norm inequality for the vector-valued multili-
near operators. In Section 4, we give some examples.
First, let us introduce some notations. Throughout this paper,Q will denote a cube
ofRn with sides parallel to the axes. For any locally integrable function f WRn!C ,
define fQ D jQj 1
R
Q f .x/dx and
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and set jjf jjBMO WD jjf #jjL1 . We write f 2 BMO.Rn/ if jjf jjBMO <1. It is










For 1 p <1 and 0 ı < n, let










We shall prove the following theorems.
Theorem 1. If 1 < r <1, D˛Aj 2 BMO.Rn/ for all ˛ with j˛j D mj (j D
1;   ; l), then there exists a constant C > 0 such that for any f D ffig 2 C10 .Rn/,
1 < s < n=ı and Qx 2Rn,







Theorem 2. If D˛Aj 2 BMO.Rn/ for all ˛ with j˛j D mj (j D 1;   ; l), then
jT Ajr WLp.Rn/!Lq.Rn/ is bounded for 1< r <1, 1<p <n=ı and 1=p 1=qD
ı=n, that is






1A jjjf jr jjLp :
3. PROOFS OF THE THEOREMS
To prove the theorems, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 1 (see [4]). Let A W Rn! C be a locally integrable function and D˛A 2
Lq.Rn/ for all ˛ with j˛j Dm and some q > n. Then











where QQ is the cube centered at x and having side length 5pnjx yj.
Lemma 2 (see [1, 6]). Suppose that 1 < r <1, 0  ı < n, 1  s < p < n=ı and
1=q D 1=p  ı=n. Then
jjMı;s.jf jr/jjLq  C jjjf jr jjLp :
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Proof of Theorem 1. It suffices to prove for f D ffig 2 C10 .Rn/ and some cons-












Without loss of generality, we may assume l D 2. Fix a cube QDQ.x0;d / and Qx 2




.D˛Aj / QQx˛, thenRmj .Aj Ix;y/
D Rmj . QAj Ix;y/ and D˛ QAj D D˛Aj   .D˛Aj / QQ for j˛j D mj . We split f D

















jD1Rmj . QAj Ix;y/































jx yjm Ft .x;y/gi .y/dy;




































jD1Rmj . QAj Ix;y/

















































































Now, let us estimate I1, I2, I3, I4 and I5, respectively. First, for x 2Q and y 2 QQ,
we get by Lemma 1,
Rm. QAj Ix;y/ C jx yjm
X
j j˛ jDm
jjD j˛Aj jjBMO ;











































For I2, denoting s D pq for 1 < p < n=ı, q > 1, 1=qC1=q0 D 1 and 1=uD 1=p 








































































Similarly, for I4, denoting s D pq3 for 1 < p < n=ı, q1;q2;q3 > 1, 1=q1C1=q2C




























































For I5, we write
F
QA










































































D˛1 QA1.y/D˛2 QA2.y/hi .y/dy
D I .1/5 CI .2/5 CI .3/5 CI .4/5 CI .5/5 CI .6/5 :
By Lemma 1 and the following inequality (see [19])
jbQ1  bQ2 j  C log.jQ2j=jQ1j/jjbjjBMO for Q1 Q2;
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we know that, for x 2Q and y 2 2kC1 QQ n2k QQ,
jRm. QAIx;y/j  C jx yjm
X
j˛jDm





Note that jx yj  jx0 yj for x 2Q and y 2Rn n QQ, we obtain, by the conditions
on Ft ,
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and Lemma 1, we have






































































































































































This completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 2. We choose 1 < s < p in Theorem 1 and by using Lemma 2,
we get














1A jjjf jr jjLp :
This finishes the proof. 
4. APPLICATIONS
Now we give some applications of the Theorems:
Application 1. Littlewood-Paley operators.
Fixed 0 ı < n, " > 0 and  > .3nC2 2ı/=n. Let  be a fixed function which
satisfies the following properties:
(1)
R
Rn .x/dx D 0,
(2) j .x/j  C.1Cjxj/ .nC1 ı/,
(3) j .xCy/  .x/j  C jyj".1Cjxj/ .nC1C" ı/ when 2jyj< jxj.
We denote   .x/D f.y; t/ 2RnC1C W jx yj< tg and the characteristic function of
  .x/ by   .x/. The Littlewood-Paley multilinear operators are defined by




































jx yjm  t .x y/f .y/dy;





jx ´jm f .´/ t .y ´/d´
and  t .x/ WD t nCı .x=t/ for t > 0. Set Ft .f /.y/D f  t .y/. We also define




























which are the Littlewood-Paley operators (see[20]). Let H be the space
H WD
(


















then, for each fixed x 2 Rn, FAt .f /.x/ and FAt .f /.x;y/ may be viewed as the
mapping from Œ0;C1/ to H , and it is clear that







; S .f /.x/D
ˇˇˇˇ































It is easily to see that g , S and g satisfy the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 (see





Application 2. Marcinkiewicz operators.
Fixed 0  ı < n, Fix  > max.1;2n=.nC 2  2ı// and 0 <   1. Let ˝ be
homogeneous of degree zero on Rn with
R
Sn 1˝.x
0/d.x0/D 0. Assume that ˝ 2
Lip .S
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and










































which are the Marcinkiewicz operators (see[21]). Let H be the space
H WD
(


















Then, it is clear that







; S .f /.x/D
ˇˇˇˇ































It is easily to see that ˝ , S and  satisfy the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 (see






Application 3. Bochner-Riesz operator .
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Let ı > .n 1/=2, Bıt .f O/./D .1  t2jj2/ıC Of ./ and Bıt .´/D t nBı.´=t/ for
t > 0. Set








The maximal Bochner-Riesz multilinear operator are defined by




Bı;.f /.x/ WD sup
t>0
jBıt .f /.x/j;
which is the maximal Bochner-Riesz operator (see [13]). Let H be the space H WD
fh W jjhjj D sup
t>0
jh.t/j<1g, then
BAı;.f /.x/D jjBAı;t .f /.x/jj; Bı.f /.x/D jjBıt .f /.x/jj:
It is easily to see that BA
ı; satisfies the conditions of Theorems 1 and 2 (see [22]),
thus Theorems 1 and 2 hold for BA
ı;.
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